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PREFACE

Federal tegulat'bns establish general and specific standards that you must

meet before ybu can use or supervise the use of certain pesticides.

This quite contains basic infoimation to.help you meet -.the specific-standards

for applicators\who are engaged in right-of-Way pest control:. While the
et

majority of material in this guide pertains to vegetation management-the.guide

also addresses right-of-way insect and fungus control.

4

A list of self-help questions and. instructions,f

>
r completing the questions

are at the end of each section. 4 you encounter difficulties in using the

manual, please consult 17ptir county agric ltu'ral atension agent or representative

-Of the Michigan Department of Agriculture for assistance.

Some suggest ns on studying the manual are:

1. Find a place al time for study wher you Fill not'be disturbdd.

2. Read'the-entire manual through once to unde'stand the scope and form.of

presentation of the material.

3. Then study one section of the manual at a time. 1,6u may want to underline

important points, in the manual or take written, notes as you study the section.

4. Answer; i0J-writing, the self-help questions at the end of each section.

Instructions on .know to usethe self-help qudstions in your study are included

with the uestions. 7ese questions' are intended to aid you in your study

,nd to help you evaluate your knowledge of the subject. As such, they are

aniMportant part of your-study.
4 .

5. Reread the entire manual once again when you have finished studying all of its

nine sections. Reviel4 with care any sections that you feel you do-not fully

uriderstand:

This manual. is intended to help you use pesticides effectivelyand safely
.4

when they arearez eeded. We hope that,you will review it occasi ally to keep the
.

material fresh La ybur. mind..



INTRODUCTION

Rights -of -way are the areas irpolved in common transport. InCluded
! I

fral, -.state, county, and township

'highWays and roads,

s-utilities (including transformer ,stations and substations)

pipelines (including pumping stations),

public surface drainage ways,

railroads,

public airports, and

bicycld,-bridle, and snowmobile paths. re

Plant growth and insects and diseases attracted to t e plants along the

right-of-way must pe controlled to make sure that the rig t-of-way is:
.

.

safe,
-11o,

,usable,

,attractive,', -....

_eas inexpedsi e as possibld to maintain, and

not harmful to the environment of the surrounding area:

I

4
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RIGHT-OF-WAY,
VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

Before a vegetation management plan can be prescribed, the right-of-way.

(hereafter ROW) must first be surveyed to analyze the existing 'conditions
A

\This survey sho ld provide' the foll ing information:',

,

v Species to be controlled, c
ecial terrain features,

ensitive areas requiring special attention,
C

height and density of plant species to be controlled.

'P

With this information and the goals of the management program in mind

the manager can makethe following determinations:
4Y

. type of ,herbicide. to use,

application technique,

season of year for application,

type of equipment needed,

.miXing rate and additives needed,

heetfor mechanical control methods.

TYPES OF PLANTS

For the'pUrpose of vegetation control with herbicides, plan are

;

classed as follows:

Grass

Young grass seedlings have one leaf coming from the s'e Grass laves

are generally narrow, upriga, and have parallel veins. jManyegrasqes have

fibrous root systems.

C *.



Broadleaf Plants
4 I

Broadleaf plants haveltwo seed leaVes. They gendtally have broad, net-

veined leaves and tap rots or coarse root systems.-

Woody Plants

Woody plants are those that form wood. They include brush.c)shrubs and

trees.

Brush and shrubs are woody plants that have.several 'stems and are

less than 10.feet tall. When trees are present, brush or shrubs. may be

called understory.

are

Tre re woody plants which usually have a single stem. (trunk) and
A

over 10 feet tali'.

r

1'
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ACTION OF

Translocat\ed

3

H l

These herbicideS move through the entire plant system. They may build

up in the plant's active groWth centers. Most of these herbicides are

selective. Some of them are mbst effective when applied-to'the plant

f?liage.

Oth4 translocated herbicides mulSt be applied. to the soil- They are

taken into the plant through the roots. These ar7 called soil residual

herbicides. The length of time the soil remains relatively weed} free
!--

.
..,.

depends upon the chemical 'used, amount applied, (rainfall, tyk_and
, t

-.the plant species in the treated area. .Soi/ residual herbicides that are

selectiVe in some situations may be/used.nonselectively by.increasing
I

rate-of application

Contact - . .\-

t
I

2
These are herbicides that control'Weeds by direct contact with-plant

(V

.,/ 1 .' °N./
parts. They must be applied to leaves. They ex.-el sometimes referred to

as chemical "mowers.", Good cove age is necessay since only the plant
1

contacted is controlled. Most contact herbicides are nonseleOtive.

Spraying of visible plant.fo cage starts'th a4tion of a:Contact

herbicide. A sprayer is usui lly used to y lirbicide after growth,/

has started.

HerlAcide is taken into thelplant leaves where it interferes with
.

growth. The plan. begins to curl, Wither;/ and brown.
, I

Plant growth above gFound is eliMinated.. Somspla ts wil°61ot Come back.

However, some plants mayreg row.from roots. New

seeds in the soil. .L

8

clans may, from.
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Selective

4

`44

$

T Y^ID E Sr O F HERBICIDES
IA

. k

SelectiVe herbicides kill certain kinds of planta but do not sign1f7

ioantly injure others. An example of a'..true seledtive herbicide is the

phenoxy type-which'-can effectively kill broadleafplants without
1 a

significantly .harminggrasses. Other, types of herbicides Can be selective

to individual plants or species'of plants by using spot treatments or varying

the application rates.

/ .
. . V-...., 4.

. .

e .

. .

electiv -herbicides should be used in areas where bare ground is
-.t

/
.

nneeded. Thi ,type of control may be eces ry around,substations, pole
.

yardst\pumpi g stations, a5orage artiis, g ardrails, signposts; runway lights,'

.parklng areas, \r /ailroad yards, in railroad galla t in:pavement-cracks, and

on highway shoulders.

)0'

14Your choice of herbicide and application shOUld depend on the length

e you wish,to controlthe vegetation. These herlDiCides normally

in the following three groups:
'.

'' .Z

Chemical mower hei*ciles: 'In general,, these herbicides will kill
\

.
.

the part of the plant
(

that is treated. It is attictly a :Contact herbicide

and does not kill the root system of perennial.plants. Many of the apecies
.=,

in' the reatment. area will sprout again fro he and establish 'a
4'

vegetation cover7- thin weeks or months.
.

.

Contact-tranalocated herbicides: In gen ral, these ,herbicides kill

all vegetation treated.- The herbicide is translocated from the, point of

.contact' (foliage) into the roots and the entire plant usually This

means no rock sprouting, but after a time interval residues in the soil are

deaeed so germinating seed will grow. This type of herbicide often gives

0



two to three months Co
-s.,

.Bare ground herbicides: './n general, these herbicides kill all

vegetation treated but not on contact: Tke heibic,g, after being sprayed

'evenl'y on t4K soil, is ahsorbea by the roots and translocated'throughout

the plant. The time lapse between treatment and control of vegetation depends

on soil, type, rainfall, plant species and rate of.application. Bare ground

herbicides. can remain active in the soil for a year or more. Care must

be exeraised to apply these herbicides only in areas where: residues will

noto.create a problem; for example, where replanting is not a problem.

Com bined herbicides: In some insta ces herbicidpstrom two or more
. . P

that 'shows theeef the above groups are combined resulting in an application

advantages of both groups. When a chercal-mower and a bare

are - combined, immediate results are observed and control may

.two growing seasons.

Plant

)

GroWth Regulator

A vegetatiOn cover is somet

In some of these places, you can

growth. Because they generally

problem. Use of these chemical

however, because)not all plants

1.1

Vow

ground herbicide

last through

iMes needed where mowing is not practical.

d

use growth regulators to slow down plant

bare ground, erosion is not a

increase in undesirable.plants,

not creat

may cause'

are
,"\

equally susceptible t? them'.

0
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Liquid and dry herbioideformulati ns canbe:lapp4d by groundor air.

equipment In groundapplicationsthe_applitatOr/May ride on motorized

equipment or may walk. Air apPlitatiOn.lsi4nifies use of aircraft, either,

helicopter or fixed-win airplane.
.

Ground-Applied Broadcat and .Snot Application

treatment:::::This usually,ref s to ,spray or
-

applicati .$YstemiO:herbiCides applied foliage are,
the leave Md:then. translocatedto Othe arts of.the ti

including growing points above and beloWethe ground, shootS and rOotS,.
.

The herbicide therradverselY.4ectS plant growth prdaessesand.the plant may

IA injured q killed. -Lisually better control is "PohieVed!w target plants-

are fully 19.afed out and growing welli.c_under adequate "soil moiStu econditiOns

Foliage treAMjnt may be by:u.Sing-highvluMe complete coverage

spraying or by using loyvolume%Pplication:where.CompletefOliage

is 'not Obtained.

Spraying' utility rights-of-way witAigh volume oLnd-equipment may
,. Ak . ..

require)up to 200 to 500 gallons of-spray per acre cohere brush. is dense.
e.

.\
.. .- .-

!

, .

In -contrast to"mist blitower or air application, the.herbicide concentration is
_1)

low, but generally tPre-rat of herbicide per acre is fairly constant whether."'

applied'in high or low Volume sprays.

1
Broadcast basal treatment: This broadcast application usually is

made after mg-stfoliege hAp dropped off. .The spray, often using,oiI asp the
,

herbiciap carrier,. -is concentrated at the base_of woody plants with some
G/' 4

coverage of upperAparts. The herbicide is absorbed directly through the,r--

bark and also by the roots if thdspray gets into the soil. Sometmes
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modified basal treatment, is made when wOody brush is in partial Or

full foliage.

Basal barkOtreatment: This is4siMilar to. broadcast, basal treatment

and refers to spot treatMent.of.i4vidualltrdeP orbrush,clumps; applying.

spray:tO. the lower or-.baSe I2.to 15 incheS and especially to the root collar

area and ,exposed roOts, Often fuel-il'is used as a carrier of the herbiOide.

and injury to grasseS and'otheelow grow4:, ing plants" an occur when directly
. , .... .

__ .

sprayed'. AppliptOnrCan be made at any .ime zqf the...year, thus, greatly:

eXtending-the application se.ason: Alab; this controlmethod minimizes the,
_

.folialt4throreni-mit"'which-Often 'characterizes summer foliage treatment,.
.e!

Cut surface treatment: "Stump treatment consists. of spraying'or a ting
A '--

the oUt,surfacepc rephly,cut" -StuMpS.and stubs,' especially the cambial `area
- -

"juSt7rinside the bark.: . -Also ;the bark 4, sprayed down'to the ground, Normally,

the:entire- stumps dr' stubs are :treated.

dies.

Sprouting is-prevented andthe-stuMp

0
4rdle.cr frill treatment-. -Employs a means of cutting into the bark

(Usi4*ArAxeor other sharp iMpfement)and then applying the hercide to the

Or overlapping Axe cuts sprayed

herbicide directiyinto the

areas. A sinigle,haCk girdle (or frill)

orpainted with herbidide solution gets the

activetransport system ofthe-treei'resulting in injury and kill.

e

Injection uses sieial tree,ipjection equipment toaPplY herbicide.-

solution in a-mleaSured amoun.as the bark is Cut through.. Usliallyone to

two mi lilite11- rgcf solution are
.

injected.at intervals: of one to three inches

nk.. This Can be:done at any Seasoneof the year,: Thearound the tree tru
.

effect ig the.-same as with girdling or frilling.

Wound dressing'is necessary in
.

Cuts may be sprayed' orpainted'uWith

of the wood and to promote healing.

to reduce sprouting. . most'sniall

soMe.stuatibns.: After pruning-, larger

a rotective Material to preventrotting

Some prcducts contain-a growth inhibitor

if properly made, will heal naturally.

Pellet. and granule application:'

appliedor pellets are applied by hand, by hAnd-operated spreadersand-by large

erb+cides formulatedias dry granules

mechanized ipment. Application is made on the ground under trees,.:brush.

and Weeds,to be controlled.

be done.

Eit!heroverail brOadcast,or spot treatment can

Herbiciddl action isWia root uptake. 'Such action obviously is ''.

..: .

'12



dependent on the herbicide getting to the roots through leaching. by rain

or irrigation. Application Can be made at any.time of year _gxcept.When

the so/ljis frozen. Ifrozen soil, surface runoff may be aggravated which

can lead to off-target area injury problems.

Aerial Application

Aerial application of herbicides to utility rights-of-way is a highly

specialized technique. In most areas helicopters are used because they are

more m4neuverable, achieve slower speeds for better applications, and need

less

wing 'airplanes are used; for exau , in treating extensive areas quickly

such as rangeland or industrial sites. The length of spray boom in relation

to the' rotor or wingspread and the inclination of the nozzles are determining

factors in properly targeting the spray and in lessening spray drip.

a

Although aerial spraying. is largely a broadcast method of applying

herbicides, it can be somewhat selective. Accurate sprk placement or targeting

can leave buffer strips at road crossings and around water areas, can side

trim encroaching trees on right-of-wayiedges, and can leave an understory of

desirable vegetation underneath a treated overstory of dense brush or trees.

landing_ space than do fixed-wi,pg planes. In some situations,,

-*-Application Technique Summary

Application techniques are many and varied. In making an application, it,

is vital to'knOw what one is doing and why. Some important considerations are

the following:

,,---,
1., React un4erstand and folloW label directions and precautions. These are

primary prerequisites to effective and safe use of herbicides.

2. Inspect scheduled treatment areas priorto treatment td ascertain.posible

hazards of runoff or drift: Do not apply herbicides in areas near

sensitive crops or other valuable plants unless there is no danger from

drift-or runoff.

13
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3. Use the best application-technique for each situation.

Be sure equipment is functioning properly.

5., Calilprate equipment carefully so that the applicator knows what

volume is being applied.

6. Application must -.be limited to target areas. This implies adequate

control of spray drift and soil 'surface runoff. Special care7is

required to *eep herbicides from getting into streams and ponds,

especially where., there is possibility that the water will,be.used for

irrigation or dfinking.

7. Good techniques and suitable equipment are available for proper

)application of herbicides. The human element often is a variable.,

factor. When in doubt concerning the safety andior propilety of an

applicationVon't make it.

1

-10
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I
APR.LICATION EQUI,PMENT

arbicides are
.47 ,

appliedi by a wide varie f equipment from the

ground and the air; It is por,tapt that spray equipment be thoroughly

Checked' before the spray operation b g ps. Sprayer tanks should be

cleaned out4 motors checked and hoses and fittings Checked for leaks.

Stfety precautions in 'accordance with' OSHA regulations shall be

followed. When operating dusters, *s.preaders and other pesticide

application equipment, respirators may be-required. See your OSHA Manual. "..

I.
All spray operators shall receive instruction in vegetation identifica-

,

tion, `safety precautions and maintenance of equipment. :

Ground Equipment 4

Hydraulic sprayers:. Hydraulic sprayers are either power operated.or

manually operated by a hand pump.

Power-operated hydraulic sprayers have spray tank capacitea_that

range from 50. gallons to 1,000 gallons. The pumps on these sprayers will

deliver from 7 gallons per minute to 60 gallons Per minute. By mqansof

,pressure,regulator, the pressure can beAr.gulated from 25 pounds per, square

inch to 800 pounds per square inch, depending on the'size of -the pump.

These sprayers are.used for foliage treatment,, basal bark treatment and for

total or nonselective vegetation control.

Manually operated hydraulic sprayers are usually equipped with from

3 to 5 gallon tanks andyressure is applied to the tank by meansof a

manually,operated hand pump. These sprayers are normally used for basal

bark treatment, but they could be used for other methods of application.

_ Leaks in hydraulic sprayers should be repaired immediately and care

should be exercised to avoid spills. After a hydraulic sprayer has been



les

used for a herbicide application,.11 should never be used to apply. a

insecticides or fungicides/On vegetation-

Mist blbwarsTwo types .c)JEjnist. blower are used for herbicides.

One is a, large capacity mist' blower mounted on a truck or other suitable

transportation,eqUipment. The second type is a backpack model carried

by a person which has a small gasoline motor to propel ,the mist.

When using tg/mist blower, extreme care should be exercised as the

particles are fine and subject to drift.. Mist blowers Can loe'used for
p-

,foliage treatment and' basal bark treatment.

Injectors: There are two types of tree injectors most commonly used.

The first type is a long, hdllow-handled injector. The hollow handle contains

the chemical, and when the injector is thrown into the.tree stem, a "precise

amount is injected into the cut by operating the pump handle. Some models,

inject a precise amount of chemical on impactautomatically.

The second type of injector is known as the hypo-hatchet tree injector.

This is a hatchet type that automatically inAectp a measured amount of

chemical in the cut on impact. The chemical?is'cerried in a one quart con-

tamer worn on the operator's belt. A h conveys the chemical from the

container to the hatchet injector

Dry spreaders and/cadsusters: Most fertilizer spreaders can be used

for applying dry herbicides. The broadcast type with a canvas-beg or

metal hopper is the: most common. The size of opening can be adjusted.for

different rates of application. For large areas,.a.fanm. type fe tilizer.

spreader is used.

Dusters come in wariouStypeS and sizes. Manufacturer's recommendations

should be fol'owed. Some models of the backpack mist blower can also be

used as a duster. OSHA regulations should be consulted for the wearing of

goggles and/or respirators.

Aerosols: Aerosols are used for applying tree paints which may or

may not contain growth regulators; however, some herbicides are packaged in

aerosol containers.

16



Aerial Equipment ,

-r1-2

Aerial e uipment consists_of_under7winq booms and,elegtric driven'

pumicts. These are carried on both fixed-wingplanes and' helicopters.

This equipment is furnished by the owners of the aircraft and should be

calibrated prior to use.

Helicopters also spread pellets by using special equipment especially,.

designed, for this purpose.

tio

1 PI
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FACTORS AFFECTING CHEMICAL
WEED C 0 N'T R 0 L

. All plants go through the foIlowing four Stages of .growth:
(

rer seedling, /

vegetative,
'fir

bud-and flowering, and

maturity.

%Ea

Chemicals which control plants react differently indifferent plant

species. Th reactions can be generally categorized depending on the type, of

plant and therOtage of growth theplant is in. For the purpose of this

discussion plants are divided into two large groups, herbaceous (have soft an

succulent tissue) and woody. The herbaceous pl nts are further divided into

the following groups: annuals, biennials and

Herbaceous Plants
°

rennials.

Annuals: Annuals last.only one year or one growing season. y,pass

through four growth stages during this-time..

-The'seedling stage of growth is the same for (Annual, biennial, and

perennial. plants. They are all started from seed. The pl is are small and

tender, so less energy, is required for control at this s .te of groWth than

at any other stage, This is tr whether mechanical o chemical ,control is

used. Herbicides with foliar a d/or soil activity e commonly used at this
.

stage.

During the vegetative stage of growth, ene gy produced by the plant

goes into the production of stems, leaves and roots. Control at this stage 4

is still popsible but sometimes more diffic t than at the seedling stage

of growth. Cultivation, mowing, and podte ergence herbicides provide
vie

effective control.

4,
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When a plant chahgeS from the vegetative to the flowering stage of
.

,growth, most .of its energy goes into the production of seed. As plants

'reach-this morematpre`Ttage, they are usually much harder,tocohtrcil-bSr.

either mechanical. or chemical methods. 7

Maturity and seed set of annuals completes the life.cyele. 'Chemical

control is usually not ,effecliveet this stage since there is little'or no

movement of materials in the plant.', Once the seeds are mature, neither

mechanical nor chemical controls usually harM them.

r

100

PERCENT
..CONTPOL

50-

, 11
SEEDLING- VEGEIATIVE. FLOVERING MATURE

-stage wheh herbicide anhliee.

.

Biennials: Biennials gO through the same stages As annuals but they

take two years. The 'seedling-APO ve.getat,ive stages of:'growt-oceur the_first

year and the flowerin) seed production the second year. 1. is

usually easier during the seedling'stage.:'
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perennialt:- Perennial, plants continue to live _ .6 year to year
i .

and pass through the growth stages each year.
,,

1
. 1,

The seedling stage lof growth is.the.same as 'for an ,annual or blennaL. .

0
.. ;

V.

.'

When the plant is small, part of the energy used to produce stems and

leaves.aomes from energy.stor d in the underground root sand stems.' As
r '.

the plant grows, and reaches the ve eta ive stage, more energy Is produced

in the plant. leaves. Some of this is yed to the underground parts for

growth and{.storage. HOrbicides provide some control ae this stage....

At the bud and flowering stage e plant's energy goes into the.prodUcpion

of flowers a4d seeds% Food storage in-'the itio begins during these stages
- o

and continues through matuity...Chemical control.is.more effective at the--

bud stage (just before flowering.).

Only the above-ground portions. of mature perennials die each year. The

undergroundroots and stems remain alive through the winter-And'send up new

plant growth the next spring. -Chemic control is usually ineffective at this

stage.

106-

PERCENT
CONTRCL

50-

0

PEED COflTRCL (PERENNLAL5')

SEEDLING TE,ETATIATE BUD . EARLY FULL NATURE REGROWTH
FLOPERIVG ELOPED.- ---

20
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Woody Plants

Woody plants go tprouh the same four.growth stages as other perennial,
,

pla#ts They do hot die backto the ground during -the -Winer, but many,

kinds lose their foliage.. Woody plants can be controlled with herbicides

at jti ylbut contvol is easiestenithe plants: are
.

Fdllar

treatments can be used at any time.when the-woody plants have:Activerir

funbtioning leaves-. They usually work best when the leaves are young.-
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LF A C T 0 R S AFFECTIN 'FOLIAGE"
AypLICATI

Location of Growth Points

1

Grasp: The growing point of a gedling grass is protgcped below the

Soil surface.. The.plant will gr w 'back if the contact herbicide or cultiya-

Tion does not reach the growing oint. 'Creeping perennial grasses may h

buds below the soil surface:,

1

Broadleaf: Seedling broad eaf weeds have an-exposed.growing point

at the t p...of the young plant. 'They also havggrowing points in ttte leaf
.

axils. erbicides and cultiva ion can reac these points easily. The

establish d perennial broadlea plant is h rd to control because of. the many

buds on the creeping rbots an stems.

Woody: Many'woody plan's, either cu or jncut, will sprout from the
t

base or roots.

Herbicide Entranbe into the Plant

Leaf shape: Herbicide sprays tend to bounce off or run off plants

with narrow vertical leave.. Broadle plants tend to hold the spray. If

recommended on the label, :dd an adjuvant to increase spray retention.

Wall and cuticle: T e herbicide must penetratd"the leaf surface of

the weeds. Thickness -of ax and cuticle affect the,entrande of a herbicide

into a leaf.' A leaf wit a thin.tuticle allows the spray'solution-good

. contact with the leaf su face under the wax layer. On.a leaf with a thick

waxy surface, the sptay olution tends to stand up im_dtoplets. ',The wax '6

and cuticle are thinner on young plants. This is another, reason for

applying herbioides'at he early growth stage.

22
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Hairs: Hairs on the leaf Surface end to lceep the spray solution

from entering.. .The droplets stand up on the hairs and do not contact

the leaf surface. Seedling weeds tsuallyjiave fewer amend shorter hairs..

This is another reason for-early control.

'

Species

Size-

Species vary in growth habits -and uscePtibility to herbicides,.

4.

Seedling weeds are easier to c trol than established weeds. Smaller '

plantsregardliss of their stage of growthYare usually easier to control

than larger plants.

23 .
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Herbicide Characteristics

Soil Particle Tie-up: One of. the properties.of herbicides is magnetism.,
.

Some are Rot magnetic at all; others have strong 1Regnetism-. Those WithoOt
a.

a magn.etic charge move down lthrough the soil quickly -Othe with positive

magnetic charges, tend 4 tie-up Onthenegative charge sitesof'Soil
,. .

characteristics and soil

r.

. partic les.
l'a -:F 1

11.
. .

Leaching: LeacHing is relate/Ttolherbicide

soils v4ry frolli nonleachable to completely leachable.'factors. Herbicides and

Persistence: Persistence of a herbicide in the soil .depends on

herbicide char teristics, rate of application, soil texture, organic matter,

preApitation,temper tuise, and surface flow. Herbicides can: (1) remain

4oncentrated-at .he soil surface; (2) partially leach (diluting effect);

or (3) move through the soil in a front,' allowing new weeds to grow above.

Soil Type
it
P

Two fa&tors affect the movement of h4bicides that_are applied to the .

soil: (1) .soil -tex ure-how much sand, silt, and clay the soil contains;-

And.(2) Iorganic ter in the'soil.,

Texture: Sa.d is coarse and does not have many char e sites. The Magnet-,
A

,like particles and herbicidg molecules mode down throug the'soil. The

herbicide'particle mov past the sand surface. ItdoeS not tie -up..

Silt has more site than sang, but fewer than clay and organic matter:.<
Clay ii fine and has many charge sites. The positively charged

herbicide particle fitS into the negatively.chargedslets on-the clay particle.
cPt

It is tied,4gAnd.will not continue moving through, the soil.

4
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Organic matter: 055anic matter ha manvarailegative charge sLtes. .
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Soil-apPlied 'herbicides 'must. be in, moist soil to be taken up by plant.

toots. This requires wa'te2 in the form of precipitation or irrigation:, . --

Temperature.

Tempeiqure generally does-not. affect weed control results: It may,

however, affect the amount- of time required fOr the herbicide to do its

job. As temperature "'increases, the herbicide may work more, quickly. In
. s -

very cold weather, action of the herbicide may be slowed.

Humidity

8

A" foliar-applied' herbicide will enter the leaf More easily and, rapidly.

'at high. humidity than at low humidity.: At high humidity, the leaf is more

tender errjd 1-iaq a thihnelf layer of wax and cuticle.
.

Precipitation

If rainfall occurs soon> after a foliar.-:applied herbicide treatment, it may'

decrease ffeCtiveness. Rain increases soil moisture so Soil-applieck

herbici s can be more readily absorbed by the weeds. But too much rain

may mo e th herbicide too "deep, past z ne where the weeds are A hard

rain may move Surface-applied herbicides out of the ;target area ,This.is

especially true if the soil surface 'is packed or sloping.
so.

t7
Time Of Year.

With ,a fall application of an herbicide, the target plant Must survive

three stresses:
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1. the effects of the herbicide,\

2. the effect of winter, and

'3. the heavy demand for nittri'ents caused by the rapid growth period

in tqF,spring.

4

Fall treatments also may be safer for the environment, because many'

crops and other desirable plants have completed thei growth.

Perennial weeds that have regrown after bei ontrolled by chemical or

mechanical methods should be-treated in the f 1. At.that time,herbicides,

reach underground plant parts thFough the natural translocation activity. of.

the 'plant. Before the first7killing frost,, nutrients move from the above-
.

grouna parts of the plants to be stored over winter in the underground parts.

Underground parts-must be killed to control these weeds..

Winter annuals also can be more easily - controlled by a fall app 'cation

of herbicide, because they are seedlings at that time.

Wind

NWind can also affect the Plant. A hot, dry wind will cause:

the openings on theplant surface to close,

the leaf surface to }.become thicker, and

the wax layer to harden.

,These factors-make it harder for herbicides to penetrate the leaves.

p
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SELF -HELP. QUESTIONS

ow that you havestudied.the section, answer these questions. Write the
answ rs with pencil without referring back to thetext. When you are satisfied
wit your written answers, see if they are correct by checking them in the text. ,
Er e your answer and write in the correct answer if your first answer is wrong.

1. Why should pests along a right-of-way be controlled?

.1

2. What information should be.Obtained in planning pest control along a row?

What are the:three types of plants that may be weeds along a row?

4. How can translocated herbicides be applied?

5. Are contact herbicides usually selective or nonselective?

6. Are grasses or broadleafed plants usually controlled with phenoxy
type herbicides?

7. How long do bare ground herbicides remain active in the soil?

8. How many gallons of spray per acre should be applied to dense brush?
$1"

9. What is meant by a "basal bark treatment" of herbicide?

GT,

10. When can injection applications of herbicides be made?

11. How can pellet or granular formulations of herbidides be appii)d?

12. Why are helicopters rather than fixed-wing airplanes usually used
to apply herbicides to ROW?

4,

13.. Where can you find informtion on safety' precautions on the use of herbicides?

14. What is a common bse for manually operated hydrolic sprayers?

23
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15. Why are mist blowers especially subject to drift?

16. What are the four stages of plant growth?

17, What stage of growth of annual weeds is most:sensitive to herbicides?

18: What stage ofgrowth of perennial plants is most sensitive to herbicides?

19. Where is the growing point of grasses located?

20. How does a waxy cuticle of a leaf affect the spray solution of a herbicide?

21. Do sandy soils tie-up soil herbicides?
9

22. Should soils be moist or dry when soil herbicides are applied?

23. What effect does a hard rain have on surface a lied soil herbicides?

24. Why are fall-applied herbicides desirable for control of perennial weeds?

25. How does wind affect herbicide action?

29
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INSECT. AND TUNGU
CONTROL

At one time the primary gbal of the ROW vegetation mahager was to main-

tain a grassy swath free from broadleafed weeds, brush, and trees. With

todays environmental-concern, managers:are now allowing many plant species, such

as wild flowers and low-growing shrubs, to encroach on the'ROW. In many
o

instances, ornamental plants are even plahted' on the ROW especially around

substations and storage yards.

These new developments added to .items such as treating poles for insects

and fungus make it necessary that the ROW pest control applicator have basic

: knoWledge:ot thesetactiVitieS.'
) -- .4

Tx1A5ECT ,CONTROL,

Insects can Over4Otto or destroy ornamental plants. Insects=

damage plants in many aYst42b'y aefoliaiing branches, by sucking the life-6iving

sap, or by boring and i vading the bark and wood.

To effectively tden 'fy an insect. problem, it is'necessary to p riodically

inspect ornamentals for insets and signs of their damage. In order to

select"a chemicalto control these pests, it is necessary, *determine how

the insect should be attacked. Symptoms of insect problems are usually placed
fl

in four broad categories:, 9

Chewing Insects

The presence of chewing insects is often apparent from ax observation of

a plant's leaves.. Leaves. which are skeletonized between the veins, or which

have portions of the: normal leaf or needles. missing or complete defoliation of

the plant/are signs of the work of chewing insects. Most likely, this

30
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damage will occur in the spring and early.summer.

Sucking Insects

The presence of honey dew or sooty mold on leaf surfaces is a sign

of the presence of aphids or plant lice-7one of the sucking insects. A.

crusty, scaly appearance of an ornamental plant limb should be examined.

Many times limbs twill be completely encrusted with scale insects, which are

sucking insects that spend most of their. lives under their protective shells

or scales.

I

Boring Insects

The presence of boring insects is usually denoted by a general decrease

in plant vigor; A borer problem can be better identified by evidence of
,

borer holeS in the affected plant Stem. Often a woody frass or"sawduSt"

appearance will occur in conjunction with the bore holes. Plants in poor health

stress will attract boring-insects.or u der some form of

Soil Insects

A general decrease in a plant's vigor,'evident by yellowing leaves,'

poor,growth or dying branches, could be symptomatic of a soil insect problem.

Lawns, row crops or even wild grasses are'often attacked by insects liv' g

in the soil.

When alvegetation problem has been identified as caused icy an insect

infestation, it will be necessary to determine an approved control technique.

The kind of insect causing the problem should be identified or at least an

inspection of the vegetation should, indicate how the insect is feeding.

From this inspection, a control method can be planned. If the insect is a new

one, the county Cooperative Extension Office in your county can offer advice

and recommendations.

9
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Fungus in Structures

Wood structures,

structures, are exposed

27 -

(

S CONTROL

Sucfi as. ut lity poles,"guard.and sign posts, bridge

o infestation by wood-destroying)fungus. Usually

wood pole beams'and 'structures have been initiallactreated with chemicals

to prevent fungus invasion but after various lengths, of time the initial

treatments will lose.their effectiveness and the wood must be retreated,

usually in place. Treatignt may consist of an external application of wood -

preserving chemicals paying particular attention to the area from ground.ine

to 14 inches below groundline. At this locati n moisture and temperature are

Joptimum for fungus development. Since these emicals are often very toxic,

extreme care must be exercised inthe application following the manufacturers
o

A

directions in detail.
'..,..

Fung3 in Ornamentals
ft'

Fungus contro\ on trees and ornamental shrubs is a common part of a\
*

rogram. The principal attempt of a grounds maintenanceground maintenance,
. .

program is to prevent fungus problems by proper vegetation management techhiques

and applications of chemicals that prevent or inhibit fuhgus growth.. However,

when a,plant is determined to have a fungus infection, the proper chemical-and..

- ,application technique must be decided upon. Here again, the cooperative

Extension' Service is in a position to advise you as to the kinds of chemicals to

be applied and the proper time to apply them.

32
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As

MANAGING'AQUATIC pLA'NTS.

Aquatic weeds are plants that interfere with the use or performance

of water areas. They may:

make the area less attractive,

interfere with recreation,

obstruct the flow of water in ditches

or canals, and

harbor insects or rodents.

The first step in control is to iden tify the general problem. Then you

'must identify the,Specific SpecieS to be controlled. Cooperative Extension

Service pereon el, written material and herbicide mantfacturer'S representatives

can help you.
4

The basic approaChes to'jaquatic weed control

design and construction of the water area,

operation andmaintenance,,

mechanical control, and

chemical control.

are:

he, best_control-method is that which gives sure, effective weed control ,

while using the least harm to, other parts Of the environment. The pse of 1

herbicides to control weeds in water areas is often.very effective. pse th6

herbicide as. the label directs.

As you analyze any aquatic weed problem, you must consider the biblogical

and water use aspects.

'33 )
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BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

1. Identify the problep species.

Identify other -cies present.

3. Determine the de sity and stage of growth of the weeds and how

much area they ver:

Determi what species of fish are present.

.

WATER USE ASPECTS

1. area.
ti1

Know' the uses of the,,watbr in the treatment

2. Find out how long, the. water can be quarantined from each use.

3. Knoll how much water leaves the treatment area and what it will be used for.

34
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SOURCES OF vINJURY

`,TO NONTARGET ORGA.NISM

Nontarget plants or animals,leither in the treated area or adjacent to'

it, can 'be injured in several ways by pesticide application. Proper choice

of pesticide formulations, application equipment or technique of application

can reduce or eliMinate this-injpry. Certairiorganisms are highly.susceptable.

to both spray drift and volatility and extreme caution must be exercised -N

when spraying in peirproximity. The following paragraph list some of the

common_causes of injury.

.Drift of pesticide sprays is the actual movement of small droplets

or particles of the spray solution or pesticide dust at the time of application.

Small droplets drift farther than large droplets, so spray drift can be

reduced by using equipment or techniques which prOdUceparticles which are

less likely to drift.

To reduce the chances for drift:.

Use&he lowest practical pressure.

Leave an untreated edge.

Angle nozzle's toward the ground slightly'behind the direction of travel.

Use. nozzles with the largeSt practical openings.

'Operate at low speed.

Spray when the wind is rov:i.
4

Consider drift.control additives.
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RUNOFF - LEACHING.

Runoff-leaching, which is explained ea'ier in this- training manual,,

is often\the cause of injilry,to nontarget organisms. Persistent herbicides,

which are improperlI applied, applied before a hard rain storm or applied on 4

a steep slope; are often carried ciut of the 9arget area and cause damage

when taken up by nontarget plant.Materiel.

b
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'> ENVIRDNMENTAL

\te

CONSI.DERATIONS

EnVironmental-awarness has.made the public more critical of right -of

way pest control. When objections are raised, the applicator must be

prepared to answer questions promptly and conduct .a complete investigation.

Interview claimant:

Prepare a written report:

Collect soil and plant samplep.

Promptness and fairness will promote good public relations.

ESTHETICS,-1
v

Care should be taken to minimize undesirable ppe rances in highly

exposed right-of-day areas,: Brownout would probably be objectionable en tall

and heavy brush, while small spotty brush might be tre tea with a summer

foliage application without undue".criticiam.

Dormant,basal,and stump, injection and dry (seeYpplication Techniques)

materials can be used according to label instructions without an-abrui3t visual

change. Selective cutting, removal and immediate treatment is.a very
",.

desirable as well as effective treatment. Allowing hield-areastoreman.

untreated provides a good buffer zone.

.HABTTAT CHANGES

The use of to control woody plants may have a major'Impact

on ifdlife habitat.. Of en the brushy right-of-way is the,most productive

w' dlife habitat in a given area. ROW managers should keep this in mind when
.

they develop their programs tokeep the habitat chanqgp to a minimum.



S 5.1J R C E S. OF INFORilATI0 N
A N D R E C 041 M E' N, DI(A T'I.ON

The contract applicator should keep abreast. with the new developments

in the herbicide industry: All federal, state and local laWs and,regulations

must be followed. Followip are some of the sources of information that are

available

Chemical labels

County Cooperative Extension Service.

Field demonstrations

Chemical company sales staff

Industry publications

Seminars

r.

I-

,
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.APP'LICATOR RESPONSIBILITIES

'Following are some of the reg onisibilities which should be unZtaken'
,

i

.
--------\

to assure a'suctessful herbicide a icatiOn.
...

'`':TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OF SPRAY MEN.

-:,

The most important single factorin the proper applic ti-on of pesticides

is the selection anti training of the spray cre ..2A training sc o1-3-ol should
)

.

.

be hdtd before thestart of each spray,season o acquaint new men with

materials- and: and their)Correct use: This training.will,also serve
. .

.. use.'.$ , .
/- 4"

,-- .

as a refresber course for experienced emt)lOyee:

4
MONITORING AND CHECKING APPLICATIONS

.(7 .

Foremen and..supervisors should be with crew eat all times o.make
.

regular inspections of mixing and application proce ures.. When superisors

are not with crews', they should be within easy rear of each ('crew.

-must check application techniques and sprayeryalibration rhularly, nod

for safe application, but to be sure ofgood results.

DISPOSAL OF CONTAINERS AND CLEAN UP OF EQUIPMENT
,

Methods for disposal of pesticin containers' are now being included

"dnpesticide labels. Each pesticide or type of container'may have different

instructions. These instructions must be observed. e ticide containers must

not be left at the spray site or discarded with general trash. .

lo 39
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Th

EqUipment should be kept. cleanjand neat on a, regular clean -up

schedule. Residbes and.wash water from. clean-,Up should. not bealloWed to run
:

. -

off and cantaminate.boaies of water Clean-up at the spray site or in a ,

specially selected area is important: If-domestic or wild animals are in

the area, residues and wash water from toxic pesticides should be disposed:of

in a-Safe manner: Follow labeli.nstruCtiOns

REPORTS AND RECORD KEEP

. ,

Detailed records shouId60,kept of each appli'ation so evaluations can
.

be made and so accurate information will be available.

Records should include:

areas treated and date,

A) material and rate apPlied,,,

environmental conditions

equipment and,crew,,

fievaluatiOnof effectiveness,

prOblems encountered; and'

damage claims.

I

COMPLAINTS AND CLAIMS '

If complaints are made fall:owing pesticideesticide application,..the foreman

or SupervisOr should investigate,assoonas the complaint is received. ?Mrake.a

record of t)e facts and call.in OoMpetent help if-it seems necessary. If

_animal ihjury.or death is involved,"exainination by a veterinarian is usually,
4;

justified. If property is damaged,. determine tiCapparent cause and the
!

extent of the damage. If.adllustments are. required, make -surethey

prompt.

.

are fair and



PUBLIC RELATIONS

Clean and neat crew men and equipment help to convince the public

that proper applications are being made. Crew members should avoid damaging

private'property and shouj.d be pleasant andlinformed in their contacts

with the public.

41
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SELF-HLP.QUESTIONS

Now that you have studied the section, answer these questiorts.,
Write the answers with pencil without referring back to the text. When
you are satisfied with your written answers, see if they are correct by
checking them in the teAik Erase your answer and write in the correct
answer if yOur first arinir is wrong:

9 ,

Is the grassy swath fre'e of herbs, brush,,.and trees always 'the goal of
a ROW manager?

2. How do insects damages ROW vegetation?

3. What are some signs of the presence of sucking insects?

I

4. Are vigorous or lakened plants more subject to attack by boring insects?

5. Where can you obtaininformation on insect control

16. Where are conditions optplum for fungusdevelopment on poles, pOsts,
bridge structures, and the like?

7. What are the four'basic approaches. to management of aqUatic plants?

8. Wha'iSmeant by "driet" of a pesticide?.

. What type of herbicide is most subject_to vapofization?
4. \

1.0: What type of habitat is the most productive for wildlife?

I

4 2
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11. Where can you find information on the safe.disposal'of empty pesticide,
containers?

What points should be noted 'in records of pesticide applitations?
/7

1.

'

4 J

6
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